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Abstract. Algorithms are being used in increasingly ’mission ciritcal’
applications which make decisions that affect people’s lives. Complex algorithms result in a ’black box’ from which it is impossible to extract
an intelligible explanation of the reasons for an output. This leaves users
and regulators with little basis for redress for harmful or unjust outcomes. This paper explores the possibilities of leveraging the techniques
of provenance to capture hitherto undocumented aspects of data use in
algorithms, contributing to greater accountability for end users.
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Introduction

As the volume and scope of data collection increases, so does the use of algorithms to analyse, interpret, predict and decide. For the most part these processes
are benign and routine, but as the complexity and power of the predictive models of algorithms grows, (especially those that learn from and respond to their
inputs), so do the possible dangers. Increasingly ‘mission critical’ use cases employ algorithms to make decisions, e.g. self-driving cars [3], predictive policing,
social welfare [4], medical diagnosis [15], recruitment [10], political campaigning [6] and ‘smart city’ systems [18]. Any domain where it is relatively easy to
capture data is ripe for exploitation, with decisions previously made by human
agents now being delegated to algorithms, either completely, or as a source of
information to assist in a decision. There is growing concern in the public realm
around questions like: ‘What is happening to my personal data?’ ‘How do I argue with decisions made by machines about me?’, ‘What happens if the machine
goes wrong?’, ‘Who do we blame if it does go wrong?’
Complex machine learning algorithms result in a ‘black box’ of such opacity
that there is no intelligible way to unpack the processes that lead to a particular
output from a specified input. The call for Algorithmic Accountability (AA) from
both the public and governments therefore becomes a very difficult ‘ask’. If a
human agent makes a decision then they can be questioned as to the reasons for
their decision, and ultimately held accountable if they have failed act as would
reasonably be expected under the circumstances [28]. An adequate explanation
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of a complex algorithms decision-making processes that would make sense to
anyone, from a computer scientist to a member of the public, government or
legislature, raises serious issues of interpretability [17]. The inherent uncertainty
and inscrutability of the processing results in an inability to explain why a
particular decision was made. [22]. The forthcoming General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) includes the right to an explanation of automated decision
making and profiling [25, Article 4] but it is as yet unclear exactly how this
might be meaningfully achieved.
This paper explores the possibilities of leveraging the techniques of provenance in capturing ‘the origins and the history of data in its life cycle’ [9], which
could be used to address hitherto undocumented aspects of data use in algorithms, contributing to greater accountability for end users. In this work we:
1. Provide definitions of the major concepts within algorithmic accountability
that could be tackled with provenance techniques in Section 2.
2. Identify use cases of interest to for Algorithmic Accountability that could be
helped by provenance in Section 3.
3. Discuss the problems, gaps and challenges of using provenance to answer
Algorithmic Accountability questions in Section 4.
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Algorithmic Accountability Definitions

”Accountability implies an obligation to report and justify algorithmic decisionmaking, and to mitigate any negative social impacts or potential harms” [13].
Various research and governing bodies have discussed concepts that could contribute to Algorithmic Accountability and can be broadly summarised as: transparency, explainability, auditability, fairness, responsibility and accuracy [11, 12,
1]. In this section, we provide an overview of these concepts.
Transparency. If the processes can be inspected by those who wish to regulate, audit, monitor and have redress to algorithmic decision-making, then accountability has been achieved. Several barriers to this approach have been identified: 1. Privacy - exposing data sets will contravene the rights of data subjects;
2. Perverse effects - for example transparency enabling gaming the system, or
producing stigmatization; 3. Protecting trade secrets and competitive advantage; 4. Opacity of complex systems - the ’black box’ problem where no sensible
human explanation can be provided for the processes of an algorithmic system.
Explainability. Even if a process is transparent, it may not be explainable.
Algorithms and the data that they produce must be understandable to their users
and stakeholders. While many attempts have been made to provide technical
explanations to an algorithms’ behaviour, or a data artifacts’ creation, these
do not translate understandable to the user, not the system IT, developer or
technical administrator. There is no form of sensible redress or ability to regulate
systems if descriptions are only comprehensible to technical experts [13].
Auditability. The aim of auditability is to allow both internal and external
parties understand and review the behaviour of an algorithm through appropriate access to the system (e.g. provision of APIs), documentation of development
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processes, history of system changes and updates, training data, input and output data [14]. Auditability supports the delivery of transparency, but faces the
same barriers identified for transparency, and explainability [1].
Fairness. Unjust and discriminatory outcomes from algorithmic decisions
have been identified across many different domains. Algorithms should not reinforce existing social inequities (particularly based on protected characteristics
like race, sex, gender identity, nationality and religion, or proxies for those like
location, income, educational attainment), and protect individuals and groups
from discriminatory harms [28]. Calculating the error rates and types for different sub-populations, and assessing the potential for differential and possibly
unjust outcomes, requires careful design, testing and on-going monitoring of the
the behaviour of algorithms ‘in the wild’[11].
Responsibility and De-Responsibilization. The human agencies responsible for the outcomes of algorithmic decisions should be clearly defined, ‘[t]he
algorithm did it” is not an acceptable excuse if algorithmic systems make mistakes or have undesired consequences...’[14]. Mittelstadt et. al [22] identify the
danger of ‘de-responsibilisation’in complex data assemblages where human actors cannot interrogate the decision-making process (opaqueness) and have little
control over, or information to judge the reliability of results, which leads to a
mentality of ’the computer said so’.
Accuracy. Neither the outcome of algorithmic systems, nor the data upon
which the decisions are based are error-free. Accountability for the errors that
the system produces, and the harms it may produce for users, should be recorded
and made comprehensible to stakeholders and users. Sources of errors should be
clearly identified, and mitigation proceedures put in place [1, 28, 14].
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Algorithmic Accountability Use Cases

Examples exist of algorithms making vital decisions in many domains, such as
self-driving cars [3], predictive policing, social welfare [4], medical diagnosis [15],
recruitment [10], political campaigning [6] and ‘smart city’ systems [18]. While
these vary with respect to domain, specific machine learning algorithm used, and
type of input data, they all follow a set of steps that include: 1. data acquisition;
2. data cleaning; 3. data translation; 4. training and testing; 5. use of the model
generated to create a decision. Figure 1 is an example for simple prediction system with machine learning algorithm embedded that showcases these categories.
The machine learning model cannot be built without first acquiring training and
testing data which is then put through a data processing pipeline that cleans
and translates the data for easier processing by the ML algorithm. Before the
machine learning algorithm is ever invoked, information is lost during the data
cleaning and translation processes. Across the entire series of steps depicted in
Figure 1, different processes are easier to introspect into, from a white-box, relational world, to a fully-black-box machine learning algorithm. The variation
between white-, grey- and black-boxes creates difficulty with transparency and
explainability.
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Fig. 1. An example chain of processes and data that ultimately create a decision making algorithm. Processes are categorized into white, grey and black based on the ability
to introspect into exactly what occurred within each.
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Provenance and Algorithmic Accountability Challenges

The concepts identified above that underpin Algorithmic Accountability share
similarities to the goals of the provenance community, who use similar concepts
as motivation for the overhead of capturing and storing provenance. For example transparency [21, 24], auditability [16], and explainability. [7, 9, 20] However,
three large challenges still exist in effectively supporting Algorithmic Accountability needs with provenance. These include:
1. an ”impedence mismatch” between what provenance can provide with respect to transparency, auditability and explainability,
2. the current lack of research on using provenance to help with fairness, responsibility, accuracy, and other AA concepts, and
3. the inability to capture appropriate provenance within the tools and algorithms that are of interest.
Impedence Mismatch As [5] notes, aside from intentional secrecy and/or deception, and a wider lack of skills to understand algorithms, calls for greater
transparency fail to comprehend ”an opacity that stems from the mismatch
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between mathematical optimization in high-dimensionality characteristic of machine learning and the demands of human-scale reasoning and styles of semantic
interpretation.” For instance, Definition 1 describes the traditional way transparency has been used in the provenance community.
Definition 1: Transparency Given a process, or set of processes, enough information is available in the provenance record to determine the exact set of data
and steps that were used to create the output.
Unfortunately, this definition, and its corroloaries for auditability and explainability, lacks any representation of ”human-scale reasoning” a.k.a. a layuser’s understanding. Instead, any definition that bridges the gap between provenance and the needs for Algorithmic Accountability must contain a representation of the user and their needs, such as Definition 2.
Definition 2: Transparency for AA Given a process, or set of processes,
enough information is available in the provenance record to determine the exact
set of data and steps that were used to create the output, using the semantics
and concepts that a given user, U , can understand.
While there is a body of work looking at ways to assist in user understanding
of large provenance graphs [7, 23, 26], additional research is required on how that
information is given to the users in a useful and usable manner. [27] is an example
of a step forward in this area, but more remains to be done. Moreover, while
some work has been done on explainability [2, 8, 19], the answers forthcoming
from these systems are not oriented to the correct end user.
Supporting Additional Algorithmic Accountability Concepts The potential for social harm from machine decisions run wild demand that sensible
measures be hypothesised and tested to ensure control and oversight. Therefore investigation into techniques that could usefully contribute to regulation
of algorithms is required. While it is likely that provenance will not be a silver
bullet and cannot sensibly be expected to solve all the issues presented in a
complex socio-technical system, further exploration in how to use provenance to
support the goal of increasing the levels of accountability, and mitigating harms
in algorithmic decision-making systems is required.
Provenance capture and requirements We believe that despite the ‘black
box’problem, providing more details on the data sets chosen to make the prediction and the processes applied to those data set(s) is required. In particular, to
highlight the differences between the data points used for training and those used
for profiling for a particular subject. Brauneis and Goodman [4], for example,
describe five types of reasons for excluding data: quality concerns, susceptibility
to manipulation, time and place limitations, lack of relevance, and policy considerations other than lack of relevance. An analysis of how these exclusions impact
the accountability of the end algorithm needs to be researched.
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Conclusions

We have discussed the key concepts that will enable robust governance of algorithms (AA) - Transparency, Explainability, Auditability, Fairness, Responsibility and Accuracy. We suggest that provenance capture techniques might
contribute to these goals, particularly in throwing light on the data processing
undertaken in the training and operation of algorithms. While provenance cannot solve all of the issues present in a complex socio-techincal assemblage, further
research is needed to explore it can contribute to improved accountability. There
needs to be particular focus on how provenance techniques could support Auditability, whilst also meeting the demands of Explainability, i.e. documenting
data use in algorithms described in terms that are comprehensible to a range of
users.
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